Tradewinds Tahiti Charter 2008
By Marianne Wheeler
Imagine this: You are leaning back on the bow of a white 42 ft catamaran surrounded by the brilliantly
turquoise water of a South Pacific lagoon. The boat tugs gently on its anchor chain and you let your eyes
run down the chain into the clear water brimming with tropical fishes serenely swimming this way and
that. The anchor is buried in fine sand between fields of coral and settled well.
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Looking up you gaze across lighter turquoise water shimmering in the sun
and see the white beaches of a string of palm-covered islets called motu. They are close enough to swim to
and seem to beckon you. Beyond the green motu lies a coral barrier reef that rings the entire lagoon. The
ink-dark South Pacific pounds against the reef and wide, rolling waves crash over it eternally. You hear
the soothing sound of the rushing, white-foaming surf.
It is late afternoon and a long regiment of puffy tradewind clouds
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marches slowly across the blue horizon. You lazily reach for your favorite beverage and turn to survey what lies astern. The hilly shape of a lush South Sea island slopes out of
the water a short distance from the catamaran. The air is hot and moist, and the island seems asleep.
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This day-dream became reality for a group of Tradewinds sailors and friends after leaving home on a
cold, rainy day in January and flying to the Leeward Islands of Tahiti. There were enough of us to fill
four catamarans and one mono-hull, 40 to 42 ft in length, chartered from
the Moorings Tahiti base on the island of Raiatea.

David Kory, once again, had organized a sailing trip in this tropical paradise and led the way to our adventure. The eight hour flight from Los Angeles to Papeete, Tahiti, allowed us to mingle, reconnecting with
former trip-mates and meeting new ones. And after stretching out on the clean floor of the Papeete airport,
spending the remainder of the night together waiting for the inter-island flight to Raiatea, the crews had
formed and could barely wait to get onto their boats.
We were greeted by the Moorings representatives with sweet-smelling leis and taken to the boats in a small bus. My sailing mates Astrid
and Craig, Gretchen and Ben, Malia, Sarrah, and Anthony, and I, stowed our gear on the 42 ft catamaran Korue. Then we admired the
other boats in our Tradewinds flotilla - the Poenui, Vete and Vaitea. We followed David Kory and his crew on Kapao, also a 42 ft cat, to
nearby Uturoa where we bought provisions in a super market next to the town’s wharf.
With an inflatable dinghy plus outboard motor and a hard-shell double kayak onboard, we set course for Taha’a, a small island that
shares a reef with Raiatea.
The skippers had agreed on a VHF radio net, 8-8-68, to monitor channel 68 at 8am and 8pm, to keep in touch. All had the same general
cruising route, but decided where and when to go as they liked.
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Navigation was mostly by line of sight with many good landmarks and the passages and most coral patches
within the lagoons were well marked with buoys and cardinal marks. The trick was to remember “Red
WRONG Return”, since French Polynesia uses the European Lateral Buoyage System and has red square
marks on portside and green triangle marks on starboard when coming from seaward into the lagoons. This
is just the reverse from our system. Inside the lagoons the direction of the buoys is counter-clockwise
around the islands and you have the red marks on the island side and the green marks on the reef side. So,
depending which way you are headed you could have “Red RIGHT Return”. It’s easy to get brain-lock and
hard to remember if you are coming or going.

We are always looking for articles for our newsletter
We love to publish articles from our instructors, students and members. If you have a sailing-related experience
you’d like to share with us in writing, we’ll happily put it in the newsletter. Pictures are a huge plus, as well! Email any newsletter related material to Matt.
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On the chart Taha’a is shaped like a hibiscus flower with four long bays cutting into its rugged south
side. Our first anchorage was north east of these bays and near the string of palm-covered motu. It was
a perfect spot to get into the dinghy and explore the small Baie Faaaha,
(no typo), in search of fresh baguettes and chocolate croissants. In the
flower-filled village of Faaaha we came upon the open air slaughter of a
huge pig and lots of friendly locals in a festive mood. Before the sun
went down, painting the island world in hues of pink, orange and steel
blue, Malia and Anthony had paddled the kayak along most of the motu
and everyone had enjoyed their first fill of swimming and snorkeling in
the shallow waters of the calm lagoon.
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In Baie Haemene, the longest of all the bays, David Kory arranged a Luau with
Tahitian dancing at L’Hibiscus, a small restaurant owned by Leo, a crusty, old
Frenchman. We hung the boats on the restaurant’s mooring balls and found a lanai
at the water’s edge with a bar, dance floor and banquet tables. The food, served
buffet-style, overflowed in a spread of trays and bowls with chicken, beef and
fish, salads, vegetables, rice, fresh fruit, even taro root, - all you can eat. A perfectly grilled Mahi Mahi was laid out on palm fronds. It fed more than thirty hungry sailors.
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Leo had brought in a local band, men in bright pareos and dense tattoos, all kinds
of drums and string instruments, and singers with beautiful voices. The dancers
had gleaming dark skin and flowing black hair, and wore flower crowns, coco nut
bras and dried grass skirts. Their hips moved to the rhythm of the drums with
mesmerizing speed and their arms and hands told ancient stories without words,
graceful and intoxicatingly exotic.
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After dinner, the dancers cheerfully invited us to join them. We were fitted with
grass skirts and elaborately woven straw crowns, lined up and shown how to
move the Polynesian way. A bit self-conscious at first, we soon abandoned our
reservations, threw off our sandals and caution to the wind, and swayed and
smiled and tossed our hips as best as we could, surrendering to the lure of the
drums.
We left in the early morning sun and made our way across the soft swells of the
Pacific to the island of Bora Bora. After hours of sailing WNW on a pleasant
reach, we entered through Te Ava Nui, the only pass through the reef.
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Bora Bora must be the worldwide idea of a South Pacific island - the place people have in
mind when they dream of escaping their responsibilities and become castaways. James Michener called it the world’s most beautiful island and it would be hard to disagree approaching
from the big, blue sea. The island rises up Eden-like, with emerald slopes and valleys and
soaring peaks, the volcanic pillar of Mt. Otemanu, jutting 2400ft into the sky.
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Docked at the Vaitape wharf, we found ourselves in the midst of island life. Bare-chested
men on top of a long, low building worked together weaving on a new thatch roof in the
searing hot sun. Beautiful children played and fished off the pier, eyeing us curiously,
shyly checking us out. Dodging dusty cars and honking trucks we wandered the crowded,
narrow streets. We re-provisioned at Chin Lee’s market, shopped for souvenirs, and filled
our water tanks at the dock while the clouds covered and un-covered the dark-green
mountains that rose up straight behind the town.
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Bora Bora offered the most complex palette of
blues and greens in the water and on land. It challenged us to quickly learn the differences of water
depth in the many shades of turquoise and blue.
Each shade of the blue sea corresponds to a range
of water depth, the darker the blue, the deeper the
water. Cream-colored sand banks mean shallow
areas and dark-brown coral heads loom close to
the water surface. Shoals of sea grass look deceptively deep. The cobalt blue of deep water
changes to a lighter blue in about 15 ft of water
and to an intense turquoise in 8 ft or less. Looking
across the lagoon there is a multitude of blues and
greens, so vivid and strong that white clouds and
white seabirds above appear turquoise from their
reflection.
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Sailing in the lagoons requires vigilance at the helm and it helps to have an attentive crew at the bow.
Having the sun high in the sky and behind you, keeping an eye on the depth meter, and wearing good polarized sunglasses will keep you
staying afloat.
We anchored away from civilization, near the reef, in about 10 ft of tranquil water.
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Before leaving Bora Bora, we made sure not to miss a visit to “Bloody
Marys”, the famous, white sand-floored bar and restaurant frequented
by stars and dignitaries. Entering the native-style building, you check
your sandals into numbered cubicles along the wall and proceed barefoot. We found their Bloody Marys quite palatable.
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Tahiti’s reefs have an abundance of all forms of marine life and an
extraordinary variety of tropical fishes. Wherever we went we discovered amazing places to swim and explore. Gliding through the manycolored coral fields, equipped with mask and snorkel, we were dazzled by schools of extravagantly colored fish, glowing in iridescent
yellows, reds, and blues in the underwater light. Every kick of a fin
scattered masses of tiny silver and purple fishes, darting away in unison. We watched camouflaged bottom-dwelling scavenger fishes and
zoomed in on rocks that turned out to have wide open, toothless
mouths that open and close. Large, flat manta rays sailed effortlessly
in their element past coral ledges and clumsy swimmers.

Our visit in Paradise was in the “slow” season, January to March, which meant few
tourists and even fewer charter boats to share with. It also meant the chance of rainy
weather. The daily quick down pours and small squalls were a welcome relief to cool
off from the hot, hot sun and nobody really minded the fresh water showers and overcast skies. The sun came out every day, except at the end of our trip when a wet and
windy weather system caught up with us. The rain came down hard and solid and the
wind howled like a pack of banshees, turning our last night at anchor into a blustering,
rolling farewell that made giving up the boats at the Moorings base a little easier in the
morning.
Our time in Tahiti with its friendly people, beautiful scenery, and unforgettable sunsets
had gone by much too fast, granting us only a short glimpse of “Heaven on Earth”.
We are ready to return for more, maybe even become dreamy castaways and find our
own little palm-covered motu in the South Pacific. They say the islands will call you
back.
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